Minnesota Rules: Amendments and Additions
NOTICE:How to Follow State Agency Rulemaking in the State Register
The State Register is the official source, and only complete listing, for all state agency rulemaking in its various stages. State agencies are
required to publish notice of their rulemaking action in the State Register. Published every Monday, the State Register makes it easy to follow and
participate in the important rulemaking process. Approximately 80 state agencies have the authority to issue rules. Each agency is assigned specific Minnesota Rulechapter numbers. Every odd-numbered year the Minnesota Rulesare published. The current 1995 set is a 13-volume bound
collection of all adopted rules in effect at the time. Supplements are published to update this set of rules. Generally speaking, proposed and adopted exempt rules do not appear in this set because of their short-term nature, but are published in the State Register.
An agency must first solicit Comments on Planned Rules or Commentson Planned Rule Amendments from the public on the subject matter
of a possible rulemaking proposal under active consideration within the agency (Minnesota Statutes § 14.101). It does this by publishing a notice
in the State Register at least 60 days before publication of a notice to adopt or a notice of hearing, or within 60 days of the effective date of any new
statutory grant of required rulemaking.
When rules are first drafted, state agencies publish them asProposed Rules, along with a notice of hearing, or a notice of intent to adopt rules
without a hearing in the case of noncontroversial rules. This notice asks for comment on the rules as proposed. Proposed emergency rules and
withdrawn proposed rules are also published in the State Register. After proposed rules have gone through the comment period, and have been
rewritten into their final form, they again appear in the State Register as Adopted Rules. These final adopted rules are not printed in their entirety
in the State Register, only the changes made since their publication as Proposed Rules. To see the full rule, asadopted and in effect, a person simply needs two issues of the State Register, the issue the rule appeared in as proposed, and later asadopted. For a more detailed description of the
rulemaking process, see the most current edition of the Minnesota Guidebook to State Agency Services.
The State Register features partial and cumulative listings of rules in this section on the following schedule: isues #1-13 inclusive; issues #1425 inclusive; issue #26 cumulative for issues #1-26; issues #27-38 inclusive; issue #39, cumulative for issues #1-39; issues #40-51 inclusive; and
issues #1-52 (or 53 in some years), cumulative for issues #1-52 (or 53). An annual subject matter index for rules was separately printed usually in
August, but starting with Volume 19 now appears in the final issue of each volume. For copies or subscriptions to the State Register, contact
Minnesotas Bookstore, 117 University Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55155 (612)297-3000, or toll-free 1-800-657-3757.

Volume 21, issues#1-53cumulative
Agriculture Department
1510.0480-. 1920 (repealed)
1525.2550 (proposed)
1525.2550 (adopted)
1513.00l0-.11OO (adopted)
1555.6730; .6740; .6800; .6840; .6845; .6950 (proposed)
1555.68 10; .6820; .6830; .6850; .6851; .6852; .6860; .6870; .6880;
.6890; .6900 (proposed repealer)
1555.6730; .6740; .6800; .6845; .6950 (adopted)
1555.6810; .6820; .6830; .6850; .6851; .6852; .6860; .6870; .6880;
.6890; .6900 (repealed)
1562.0800 (proposed)
1562.0800 (adopted)
1562.0800 s. I (proposed repealer)
1562.0800 s.l (repealed)
1570.0800 (proposed)
1570.0800 (adopted)
1650.0511; .0531 (proposed)

277
773
1778
277
77
77
482
482
1489
1855
1489
1855
390
1059
1666

Architecture, Engineering,Land Surveying, Landscape Architecture,
Geoscience, and Interior Design Board
1800.0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0800; .0900; .1000;
.1100; .1200; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1900; .2100; .2200;
.2500; .2600; .2700; .2800; .2900; .4000; .4100; .5100;
.5200; .5800 (proposed)
957
1800.0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0800; .0900; .1000; .1100;
.1200; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1900; .2100; .2200; .2500; .2600; .2700;
1427
.2800; .2900; .4000; .4100; .5100; .5200; .5800 (adopted)
1800.0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0800; .0900; .3900; .3905; .3910;
.3915; .3920; .3930; .4000; .4100; .4200; .4300 (proposed)
1234
1800.0700; .0900s.2; .l000s.8; .11OOs.3; .2000; .2300; .2500s.3;
.2700 s.4; .2900 s.3; .5700 (repealed)
1427
1800.0700; .0900 s.2; .1000 s.8; .1100 s.3; .2000; .2300; .2500 s.3;
.2700 s.4; .2900 s.3; .5700 (proposed repealer)
957
1810.0 100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900;
1451
.1000; .1100 (proposed)
1810.0 100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900;
1592
.1000; .1100(withdrawn)
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ArtsBoard
1900.0110; .0210; .0310; .0410; .0510; .0610; .0710; .0810; .0910;
.101O;.1110;.1210;.l310;.l410;.1510;.16l0;.1710;.18l0;
.1910; .2010; .2110; .2210; .2310; .2410; .2510; .2610; .2710;
.2810; .3110; .3210; .3310; .3410; .3510; .3610; .3710; .3810;
.3910; .4010; .4110 (adopted)
1900.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900;
.1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1800;
.1900; .2000; .2100; .2200; .2300; .2400; .2500; .2600; .2700;
.2800; .2900; .3000; .3100; .3200; .3300; .3400; .3500; .3600;
.4600; .4700; .4800; .4900; .5000; .5100; .5200; .5300; .5400;
.5500; .5600; .5700; .5800; .5900 (repealed)

5

5

Assessors Board
1950.1050; .1060 (proposed)
1950.1050; .1060 (adopted)

579
1245

Boxing Board
2200.2050 (adopted exempt)

1898

Chiropractic Examiners Board
2500.0200; .1100; .1110; .1200; .1720; .1900; .2000; .5000
(adopted)
Commerce Department
2642.0010; .0100; .0110; .0120; .0140; .0180; .0190; .0200; .0210;
.0220; .0300; .Q310; .0320; .0330; .0350; .0370; .0380; .0390;
.0450;.05l0; .0650;2644.0010; .0100; .0110; .0120; .0150;
.0190; .0300; .0330; .0360; .0370; .0380; .0400; .0410; .0510;
.0600; .0620; .0670; .0730; .0750 (proposed)
2642.0010 s.2, 3,5,6,8, 10, 12, 18, 21; .0170; .0180 s.3; .0620;
2644.0010 s.l8, 21; .Ol2Os.1; .OlSOs.1, 2,3; .0160; .0170;
.0180; .0350 (proposed repealer)
2675.2600; .2610; .2620; .2630; .2640 (proposed)
2675.2600; .2610; .2620; .2630; .2640 (adopted)
2675.2620 s.6 (proposed repealer)
2675 .2620 s.6 (repealed)
2725.0100-0230; 2800.5100-9905; 2808.3000-.7400;
2891 .0060-.0280 (repealed)
2809.0010-.0230 (adopted)
2820.6040; .6050 (adopted exempt)
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1885
1139
1778
1139
1778
88
88
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(CITE 21 S.R. 1880)
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2820.37 15; .4006 (adopted exempt)
2820.37 10; .4005 (repealed)

240
240

4617.0002 s.2a, 12a. l6a. 24a. 26a, 39, 40a, 44a; .0060; .0061;
.0062; .0063; .0064; .0085; .0095; .0172; .0173; .0174
(proposed repealer)
1015
Dentistry Board
4650.0102; 0104; .0110; .0113; .0130; .0138; .0139; .0141; .0150;
3100.2000; .4100; .8500 (proposed)
830
.0154; .0156; .0160; .0166; .0167; .0173; .0174 (proposed)
439
3100.2000; .4 100; .8500 (withdrawn)
1173
4650.0102 s.3, 3b. 3c. 4,6, 10, l2a, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 19b, 20a,
3100.9600 (proposed)
436
20c, 21a, 22, 23a, 24, 24f, 24g. 24h, 25, 25a, 26, 29, 30a, 30b, 30c,
3100.9600 (adopted)
1730
31, 36, 37, 38, 39, and 40; .0106; .0108; .0110 s.2,3,4,5.6; .0112 s.5;
Dietetics and Nutrition Practice Board
.0114; .0130 s.2, 3,4; .0132; .0133; .0134; .0136; .0140; .0150 s.5;
3250.0100; .0110; .0120; .0125; .0130; .0135; .0140;.0145;
.0168; .0170; .0172 (proposed repealer)
439
.0150 (proposed)
1491
4650.0102; 0104; .0110; .0113; .0130; .0138; .0139; .0141; .0150;
3250.0050 (proposed)
1756
.0154; .0156; .0160; .0166; .0167; .0173; .0174 (adopted)
1106
Economic Security Department
4650.0102 s.3, 3b, 3c, 4,6, 10, 12a, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 19b,
3300.50 10; .5020; .5040; .5050; .5060 (proposed)
1196
20a, 20c, 21a, 22, 23a, 24, 24f, 24g. 24h, 25, 25a, 26, 29, 30a,
3300.50 10; .5020; .5040; .5050; .5060 (adopted)
1779
30b, 30c, 31, 36, 37, 38, 39, and 40; .0106; .0108; .0110 s.2,3,4,5,6;
3300.5010 s.12,15 (proposed repealer)
1196
.01 12 s.5; .01 14; .Ol3Os.2, 3,4; .0132; .0133; .0134; .0136; .0140;
3300.5010s.12, 15 (repealed)
.Ol5Os.5;.0168;.0170;.0l72(repealed)
1779
1106
4655.0090; .1084; .6500; .7000; .9200; .9210; .9337; .9339; .9342;
Children, Families and Learning Department
4658.0010; .0191; .0192; .0193; .0200; .0205; .0210; .0215; .0220;
3500.5000; 7411.0400 s.3 (repealed)
458
.0250; .0255; .0260; .0265; .0270; .0275; .0290; .0300; .0445; .0450;
3501.0200-0290 (proposed)
1106 .0615; .0620; .0900; .0950; .0960; .0990; .1000; .1005; .1090; .1100;
3501.0200-0290 (adopted)
.1190; .1200; .1290; .1400; .1410; .1415; .1420; .1425; .1490; .1600;
3510.1700; .2700; .3 100; .3300; .3900; 3512.0100; .0200; .0300;
.1605; .1610;..1690; .2000; .2010; .2020; .2030; .2090; .3000; .3005;
.0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .1100; .1300; .1600; .1700;
.3090; .3500; .3590; .4000; .4005; .4010; .4015; .4020; .4025; .4030;
.2100; .2300; .3000; .3100; .3500; .4200; .5000; .5100; 3517.0010;
.4035; .4040; .4090; .4100; .4105; .4141; .4115; .4120; .4125; .4130;
.0090; .0110; .38 10; .3820 (adopted)
804
.4135; .4140; .4145; .4150; .4155; .4160; .4165; .4170; .4175; .4180;
3510.1900; 3517.0010 s.6,1 2,15,17,19,20,24,26,30,33,34,35,36,38,
.4190;
.4200; .4205; .4210; .4215; .4290; .4300; .4305; .4310; .4315;
39,41,42, 43,44 (repealed)
804
.4320; .4325; .4330; .4335; .4340; .4345; .4350; .4355; .4360; .4365;
3525.2385 (proposed)
737
.4370; .4375; .4390; .4400; .4405; .44 10; .4415; .4420; .4425; .4430;
3525.2385 (adopted)
1855
.4435; .4440; .4445; .4450; .4455; .4460; .4490; .4500; .4505; .4510;
Trade and Economic Development Department
.45 15; .4520; .4525; .4530; .4535; .4540; .4545; .4550; .4590; .4600;
4290.00 10; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050 (exempt repealed)
1173 .4605; .4610; .4615; .4620; .4625; .4630; .4635; .4640; .4690; .5000;
Environmental Quality Board
.5005; .5010; .5015; .5020; .5025; .5030; .5035; .5040; .5090; .5100;
.5190; .5200; .5205; .5210; .52 15; .5220; .5225; .5230; .5235; .5240;
4410.0200; .0400; .0500; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1700; .2 100; .2300;
.5245; .5290; .5300; .5305; .5310; .5315; .5390; .5400; .5405; .5410;
.2400; .2500; .2800; .3100; .3610; .4000; .4300; .4400; .4600;
.5415; .5490; .5500; .5505; .5510; .5515; .5520; .5590; 4660.0090;
.5200; .6 100; .6200; .6410; .6500 (proposed)
310
.3900; .7800; .8000; .8310; 4665.0900; 9050.0040; .1070 (adopted)
196
4410.0200; .0400; .0500; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1700; .2100;
4655.OlOOs.4,8,10; .7500; .8000; .9070; .9300; .9320; .9321; .9322;
.2300; .2400; .2500; .2800; .3 100; .3610; .4000; .4300; .4400;
.9323; .9324; .9325; .9326; .9327; .9328; .9329; .9330; .9331; .9332;
.4600; .5200; .6 100; .6200; .6410; .6500 (proposed)
1458
.9333; .9334; .9335; .9336; .9337; 9338; .9339; .9341; 4660.1300;
4410.0200s.19,20,21,31,83; .3200; .6100s.3; .6300; .6400; .6500
.1400; .1410; .1420; .1430; .1440; .1450; .1460; .1470; .1480; .1500;
s.2,3,4,5,7 (proposed repealer)
310
.1600; .1700; .1800; .1900; .2000; .2100; .2200; .2300; .2400; .2500;
4410.0200s.19,20,21,31,83; .3200; .6100s.3; .6300; .6400; .6500
1458 .2600; .26 10; .2620; .2630; .2640; .2700; .2800; .2900; .3000; .3 100;
s.2,3,4,5,7 (proposed repealer)
.3200; .3300; .5700; .5800; .5810; .7600; .8010; .8300; .8380; .8410;
Ethical Practices Board
.8500; .85 10; .8520; .8530; .8540; .8550; .8560; .8700; .99 10; .9920;
4501 .0100; .0500; 4503.0100; .0200; .0500; .0750; .0900; .0950;
.9930 (repealed)
196
.1100; .1300; .1400; .1600; .1700;4511.0010; .0100; .0200; .0300;
4670.0100; .1310; .2520; .2530; .2540; .2630; .4210 (proposed)
1378
.0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800 (proposed)
1206
4670.1220; .1400; .1410; .1420; .1430; .1440; .1450; .1600;
4501 .0100; .0500; 4503.0100; .0200; .0500; .0750; .0900; .0950;
.3000; .3010; .3020; .3030; .3040; .3050; .3060; .3070; .3080
.1100; .1300; .1400; .1600; .1700;45l1.00I0; .0100; .0200; .0300;
(proposed repealer)
1378
.0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800 (adopted)
1779
4688.0005; .0010; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070; .0080; .0090;
4503.0750 (withdrawn)
1857
.0100; .0110; .0120; .0130; .0140; .0150; .0160 (adopted)
6
4503.0750 (errata)
1857
4717.7000;4730.0100; .0300; .0400; .1000; .1120; .1130; .1210;
4503.0800 s.5; .0900 s.2; .1400 s.l; 4510.0010; .0050; .0400; .0500;
.1510; .1520; .1640; .2510; .02520; .2530; .2540; .2550;.2560;
.0600; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1100 (proposed repealer)
1206
.2570; .2580; .27 10; .2750; .3500; .3610 (proposed)
1532
4503.0800s.5; .0900s.2; .1400s.l;45l0.00lO; .0050; .0400; .0500;
4720.9000; .9005; .9010; .9015; .9020; .9025; .9030; .9035;
1779
.0600; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1100 (repealed)
.9040; .9045; .9050; .9055; .9060; .9065; .9070; .9075;
Health Department
.9080 (proposed)
1804
4606.3302; .3304; .3305 (proposed)
746
4730.0100; s.1 Ii; .2500; .2700; .2900; .3605 (proposed repealer) 1532
4606.3302; .3304; .3305 (adopted)
1406
4730.1510; .5000 (proposed)
456
4617.0002; .0059; .0065; .0066; .0067; .0068; .0069; .0070; .0075;
4730.1510; .5000 (adopted)
916
.0080; .0086; .0087; .0088; .0090; .0100; .0120; .0171; .0176
4730.5400 s.2,3,4 (proposed repealer)
456
(proposed)
1015
4730.5400s.2,3,4(repealed)
916

(CITE 21 S.R. 1881)
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Higher Education Services Office
4830.0100 (proposed)
4830.0100 (adopted)
4830.0100 (adopted)
4890.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900
(proposed repealer)
4890.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900
(repealed)
4890.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900
(repealed)
Housing FinanceAgency
4900.0010 (proposed)

1213
1669
1821
1456

Labor&Industry Department
5200.1010; .1020; .1030; .1035; .1040; .1050; .1060; .1080; .1100
(adopted)
5200.1020 s.3; .1030 s.3; .1050 s.3b (repealed)
5205.00 10 (adopted)
5205.00 10 (proposed)
5205.00 10 (proposed)
5205.00 10 (proposed)
5205.00 10 (adopted)
5205.0010 (proposed)
5205.00 10 (adopted)
5205.0100; .0110; .0116; .0660; .0675; .1030; 5207.0035; .0040;
.03 10; .0600; .0800; .0850; .0900 (proposed exempt)
5205.0100; .0110; .0116; .0660; .0675; .1030; 5207.0035; .0040;
.03 10; .0600; .0800; .0850; .0900 (adopted exempt)
5205.0110 s.2 (proposed exempt repealer)
5205.0110 s.2 (exempt repealed)
5219.0500 (adopted exempt)
5221.4020 (adopted exempt)
5225.11lO;.1l40;.1l80;.2700;.3100(proposed)
5225.1110; .1140; .1180; .2700; .3100 (adopted)
5225.1140 s. 1,2 (proposed repealer)
5225.1140 s.1,2 (repealed)
5229.00 10-0060 (proposed)
5229.00 10-0060 (adopted)
5230.0100 (proposed)
5230.0100 (adopted)
Mediation Services Bureau
5530.0100; .0200; .0300; .0600; .0700; .0900; .1200 (adopted)
5530.0300 s.7; .1100 (repealed)
NaturalResources Department
6102.0001; .0002; .0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070
(proposed)
6102.0001; .0002; .0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070
(proposed)
6102.0010 s.6; .0050 s.4; .0060 s.2, 3,4, 5,6,7, 8,9
(proposed repealer)
6102.0010 s.6; .0050s.4; .0060 s.2, 3,4, 5,6, 7, 8, 9
(proposed repealer)
6216.0350; .0370 (adopted expedited emergency)
6122.0 100; .0200; .0300; .0400 (adopted)
6230.0200; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0800; .0900; 6232.0300; 0400;
.2800; .3000; .3800; .4500; .4700; 6234.0600; .1200; .1300;
.2600; 6240.0850; .1100; .1200; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1800;
.1850; 6244.0410; 6254.0200; 6256.0600; 52580700; 6260.1100;
.0200; 6262.0300; .0500; 6264.0300; .0400; 6266.0 100; .0400;
6270.0050; .0 100; .0200 (proposed)
6230.0200; .0900; 6232.0400; .0700; .0800; .1200; .1250; .1600;
.1750; .1800; .1950; .2100; .2450; .2500; .4700; 6234.0600
(adopted expedited emergency)
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1213
1669
1821

1107
1107
202
418
805
878
1338
1562
1897
1461
1897
1461
1897
458
420
1161
1897
1161
1897
139
1246
391
1245
583
583

1394
1820
1394
1820
1502
715

1284

330

6230.0600; 6240.0600; .0650; .0850; .1100; .1850; .1900
(adopted expedited emergency)
6232.0800; .1200; .1250; .1600; .1750; .1800; .1950; .2100;
.2500(1995 emergency amendments repealed)
6232.0900; .4300 (adopted expedited emergency)
6232.3055 (adopted expedited emergency)
6232.3855 (adopted expedited emergency)
6234.2200 s.8, II; 6240.0800; 6254.0400 (proposed repealer)
6236.0600; .08 10; .1060 (adopted expedited emergency)
6240.1200; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1800; .1850
(adopted expedited emergency)
6262.0500; 6264.0400 (adopted expedited emergency)
6264.0300; .0400 (adopted exempt)
6264.0300 s.4-9,l3,16-18,21,22,24,26,27 (repealed)
6280.0100; .0250; .0350; .0450; .0600; .0700; .0900; .1000; .1100;
.1200 (proposed)
6280.0100; .0250; .0350; .0450; .0600; .0700; .0900; .1000; .1100;
.1200 (adopted)
6280.0100 s.15; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500 (proposed repealer)
6280.0100 s.15; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500 (repealed)

394
330
89
1731
1856
1284
937
209
1590
1166
1166
268
1406
268
1406

Nursing Board
6301.0600; 6305.0 100;.0300; .0500; .0600; 6310.2800; .2900;
.3 100; .3200; .3500; .3600; .3700; 6330.0350; (proposed)

1583

Nursing Home Administrators Board of Examiners
6400.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0450; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800;
.0900; .1000; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1800;
.1900; .2000; .2200; .2400; .2500; .2900; .3000; .3100; .3200
(proposed repealer)

1089

6400.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0450; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800;
.0900; .1000; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1800; .1900;
.2000; .2200; .2400; .2500; .2900; .3000; .3100; .3200 (repealed)
6400.5000; .5 100; .5200; .6 100; .6400; .6500; .6560; .6570; .6600;
.6650; .6660; .6700; .67 10; .6720; .6730; .6740; .6750; .6760;
.6770; .6800; .6850; .6870; .6900; .6970 (proposed)
6400.5000; .5100; .5200; .6100; .6400; .6500; .6560; .6570; .6600;
.6650; .6660; .6700; .67 10; .6720; .6730; .6740; .6750; .6760;
.6770; .6800; .6850; .6870; .6900; .6970 (adopted)

1564

1089

1564

Peace Officer Standardsand Training Board
6700.0100; .0300; .0601; .0700; .0701; .1101 (proposed)
6700.0100; .0300; .0601; .0700; .0701; .1101 (withdrawn)

144
1060

Health Licensing Board
6950.l000-.1090 (proposed)
6950.1090 (withdrawn)
6950.1000-1090 (adopted)
6950.1090 (withdrawn)

43
1311
1668
1668

Pollution Control Agency
7001.0020; .0050; .3050; 7002.02 10; 7035.2525; .2535; 7041.0100;
.0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1000; .1100;
.1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1800; .3000; .3100; .3200;
.3300; .3400; 7077.0105 (proposed)
774
7002.0015; .0025; .0035; .0045; .0055; .0065; .0075; .0085; .0100;
7007.0150; .0300; .0500; .1110; .1115; .1120; .1125; .1130; .1300;
7019.1000; .3000; .3020; .3030; .3040; .3050; .3060; .3070; .3080;
.3090; .3100 (adopted)
165
7002.0015 s.2,4; .0025 s.2; .0095; 7005.OlOOs.lOc,lOd; .0300 s.2;
7019.30 10 (repealed)
165
7002.0220 s.8; 7040.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600;
.0700; .0800; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1800; .1801; .1802; .1803;
.1804; .1805; .1806; .1807; .1808; .1900; .2000; .2500; .2600;
.2700; .2800; .2900; .3000; .3 100; .4000; .4100; .4200; .4300;
.4400; .4500; .4600; .4700 (proposed repealer)
774
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7007.0100; 7011.2220; 7017.2020; 7035.2875 7040.2800
(adopted)

693

7011.0300; .0305; .0310; .0315; .0320; .0325; .0330; .2215
(repealed)

693

7011.3500; .3505; .3510 (proposed)

271

7011.3500; .3505;.3510 (adopted)

993

7501.0100; .0300; .0500 (adopted)
7501.OlOOs.5,6 (repealed)

7025.0200; .02 10; .0220; .0230; .0240; .0250; .0260; .0270;
.0280; .0290;.0300; .0310; .0320; .0330; .0340; .0350; .0360;
.0370; .0380 (adopted)

7501.0 100; .0300; .0500 (proposed)
7501.0 100; .0300; .0500 (proposed)

689

7501 .0100 s.5,6 (proposed repealer)

275

7501.0 100 s. 5,6 (proposed repealer)

689
1214

275

1214

7503.0100; .0800; .1300; .1600; .1700; .2100; .2200 (proposed)
202

1635
1636

7029.0005-0110 (withdrawn)

693

7503.0100; .0800; .1250; .1300; .1600; .1700; .2200 (proposed)

7035.2835 (withdrawn)

693

7506.0100; .2100; .2200; .2300; .2500; .2600; .2700; .2900
(proposed)

7035.2835 (repealed)

327

7035.2835 (withdrawn)

554

7503.0100; .0800; .1300; .1600; .1700; .2100; .2200
(withdrawn proposed)

1400
1400

693

7506.0120 (proposed repealer)

7035.2836 (adopted)

327

7520.0100; .0650; .1000; .1100 (proposed)

1391

7041.0400; .0800; .2100; .1300; .1500; .1600; .1700 (adopted)

1642

7520.0640; .0660; .0680 (proposed repealer)

1391

7042.0020; .0030; .0035; .0040 (proposed)

1356

Public Service Department

7042.0030 s. I; .0040 s.2 (proposed repealer)

1356

7602.0100 (proposed)

901

7045.0020 s.21b; .0230 s.4; .0248 s.2; .0484 s.7 (proposed repealer)

901

7048.0500; .1000; 9400.0100; .0200; .0350; .0400; .0500; .0600;
.0700; .0800; .0900; .1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1350; .1500
(proposed)

543

7077.0100; .0105; .0115; .0277;.0278; .0280; .0287; .0288; .0290
(adopted)

482

7077.0500; .0505; .05 10; .05 IS; .0520; .0525; .0530; .0535;.0540;
.0545; .0550; .0555; .0560; .0600; .0610; .0615; .0620; .0625;
.0640; .0650 (repealed)

482

7200.6105 (proposed)

113

7200.6 105 (adopted)

979

7200.6100; .6170 (adopted)

559
86

7200.6150; .6160 (repealed)

7812.0050; .0 100; .0 150; .0200; .0300; .0350; .0400; .0500; .0550;
.0600; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1400;
.1500; .1600; .1700; .1800; .1900; .2000; .2100; .2200; .2300
(proposed)
1037
Minnesota State Lottery

86

7200.6150; 6160 (proposed repealer)

833
7690.0100; .0200; .0300; .0500; .0550; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1000;
.1100; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1430; .1440; .1450; .1500; .1600
(proposed)
1722
7690.0400; .0600 (proposed repealer)
1722
Public Utilities Commission

PsychologyBoard
7200.6 100; .6 170 (proposed)

362

7602.0100 (adopted)

7045.0020; .0070; .0120; .0125; .0137; .0208; .0214; .0221; .0230;
.0240; .0248; .0255; .0292; .03 10; .0320; .0361; .0450; .0454;
.0484; .0526; .0552;.0558; .0594; .0626; .0665; .0692; .0855;
.0990; .1330 (proposed)

559

Trade and Economic Development Department
7380.0245; .0250; .0255; .0260; .0265; .0270; .0275; .0280; .0285;
.0290; .0295; .0296; .0297 (proposed)
1804
Public Safety Department

7856.2010; .2020; .3010; .3011; .3020; .4020; .4050; .6010
(adopted)

147

Gambling Control Board
7861.0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0120 (proposed)

1494

Minnesota Racing Commission
7873.0185; .7883.0140 (proposed)

977
1407

7873.0185; .7883.0 140 (adopted)
Revenue Department
8100.0 100; .0200; .0300; .0400 (adopted)

749

8100.OlOOs.17; .0300 s.7 (repealed)
8130.4900 (repealed)

749
330

Tax Court
8600.0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900;
.1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1800;
.1900;.2000; .99 10; .9920; .9930; .9940; .9950; .9960
(proposed repealer)

234

458

8600.0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1000;
.1100; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1800; .1900;
.2000; .99 10; .9920; .9930; .9940; .9950; .9960 (repealed)
8610.0010-0150 (proposed)

805
234

7411.0 100; .0400; .05 10 (adopted exempt)

716

8610.00I0-.0150 (adopted)

805

7411.0400 s.3; 3500.5000 (repealed)

458

Veterans Affairs Department

7403.0100; .0400; .0900; .0950 (adopted)

330

7408.0100; .0200; .0300; 7503.2100 s.2 (proposed repealer)

554

7408.0100; .0200; .0300; 7503.2100s.2
(withdrawn proposed repealer)

1635

7408.0100; .0200; .0300; 7503.2100'(proposed repealer)
7411.0100; .0200; .0510; .0550; .0610; .0700; .0880; .0900
(adopted)

1636

7414.0200; .0300; .0400; .1100; .1200; .1250; .1400; .2100; .2100
(proposed)

477

7414.0200; .0300; .0400; .1100; .1200; .1250; .1400; .2100; .2100
(proposed withdrawn)

939

74 14.0400 s.2,3,4 (repealer withdrawn)

939

74 14.0400 s.2,3,4 (proposed repealer)

477

(CITE 21 S.R. 1883)

9055.0015; .0020; .0080; .0105; .0510; .0520; .0530; .0540; .0560;
.0580 (adopted)
460
9055 .0105 s.4; .0504 s.4 (repealed)
460
Veterinary Medicine Board
9100.0500 (proposed)
9100.0500 (adopted)
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HumanServicesDepartment

Officeof Environmental Assistance
9210.0800; .0805; .0810; .0815; .0820; .0825; .0830; .0835; .0840;
.0845; .0880; .0855(proposed)
9205.0100; .0110; .0200; .02 10; .0220; .0230; .0240; .0250; .0260;
.0270; .0280; .0290; .0400; .04 10; .0420; .0425; .0430; .0432;
.0435; .0445; 9210.0400; .0410; .0420; .0425; .0435; .0440;
.0450; .0460; .0500; .05 10; .0520; .0530; .0540; .0550; .0560;
.0570; .0600; .0610; .0615; .0620; .0625; .0630; .0635; .0640;
.0645; .0700; .07 10; .0720; .0730; .0740; .0770; .1000; .1010;
.1020; .1030; .1040; .1050; .1060 (proposed repealer)

1523

1523

(JOINT) Health Department and the Pollution Control Agency
9400.0100; .0200; .0350; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900;
.1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1350; .1500;7048.0500; .1000
(proposed)
9400.OIOOs.5,6; .0300; .0700s.1; .l000s.3,4; .1200s.2; .1400
(proposed repealer)
9400.0100; .0200; .0350; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800; .0900;
.1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1350; .1500; 7048.0500; .1000
(adopted)
9400.OIOOs.5,6; .0300; .0700s.l; .I000s.3,4; .1200s.2; .1400
(repealed)
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543
543

9500.0650; .0660; .0670; .0680; .0690; .0700; .0710; .1070 sI;
9505.1100;.1110;.1120;.1130;.1140;.1150;.1160;.1170;
.1180; .1190; .1200; .1210; .1220; .1230; .1240; .1250; .1260;
.1270; .1280; .1290; .1300; .1310; .1320; .1330; .1340; .1350;
.1360; .1370; .1380; 9555.2100; .2200; .2300; .3100; .3200;
.3300; .4 100; .4200; .4300; .4400; .4500; .4600; .4700; .4800;
.4900; .5000; .50 10; 9560.0750; .0760; .0770; .0780; .0790;
.0800; .0810; .0820; 9565.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500;
.0600; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1400; .1500; .1600; .1700; .1800;
.1900; .2000; .2100; .2200; .2300; .2400; .2500; .2600; .2700;
.2800; .2900; .3000; .3100; .3200; .3300; .3400; .3500; .3600;
.3700; .3800; .3900; .4000; .4100; .4200; .4300; 9566.0010;
9570.4000; .4100; .4200; .4300 (proposed repealer)

1852

9505.0175; .0395 (proposed)

163

9505.0326; .0327 (proposed)

48
582

9505.0326; .0327 (adopted)
1165

9575.0010; .0350; .0670; .0680; .0690; .0740; .1500 (proposed)

1383

1165

9575.0340; .0360; .0380; .0690s.2, 3; .1000; .1010; .1020; .1030;
.1040;.1050;.1060;.1070;.1080; .1190 (proposed repealer)

1383
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